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PHILATELIC SHOW 1981 - BOSTON

Organizers of this prestigious New
England Show are soliciting for ex-
hibitors of Swiss or Liechtenstein
collections to qualify for the AHPS
medals . Please let your willingness
to participate be known to Jan
Donker before June I, 1981 so that
he can send you the necessary forms.
The AHPS New England Chapter will be
present at the show . (Find Jan
Donker's address among the officers'
addresses at the beginning of this

issue.

NOTICE

Members interested in writing items
for TELL who do not have ready ac-
cess to a typewriter, remember your
editor will do the typing . If you
wish, he will polish the English .
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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

Harlan Stone

AHPS appears to have survived 1980 -- somewhat
battered -- but without permanent damage . As of early
March, 400 of you had paid 1981 dues, including 40 who
finally submitted their 1980 dues as well . We're still
hoping to hear from another 80 who have not yet renewed
their membership . If you're among this last group, we
need and want your support. If you did not receive a
1980 membershi p card a year ago, this means you owe for
last year as well . That makes a total of $11 -- $6 for
this year and $5 for 1980 . Send your check to Treasurer
Frank Young today.

Frank's final report for 1980, appearing in this
issue, shows that we had a balance of more than $4,000
and no outstanding debts at the end of the year . We ex-
pect our projected income for 1981 to cover expenses,
in particular the publication costs of Tell, which Pub-
lisher Dave Durham is watching and controlling well.

The consensus of your officers is that AHPS should
not distribute a membership directory to prevent it
from falling into the "wrong" hands . For security
reasons, Secretary Dave Beaber will retain this list. Any

AHPS member who needs a copy should write him, stating
the reasons for the request . Normally, a member should
try to contact others through one of the officers or
Tell, where Editor Keith Schall can " post" notices and
messages.

I was very pleased to receive a note from a member
who is volunteering to write a regular Swiss column for
the weekly philatelic newspaper Stamp Collector . This
column can help us publicize AHPS and rebuild our mem-
bership to the 500+ level again . As soon as a plan of
action becomes firm, we'll report the details.

If you would like to try one of the other proposed
projects I listed in the February issue, or if you have
another project in mind, I'll be glad to share ideas
and help formulate the first steps.

As president, I plan to concentrate most of my
efforts on coordination of our existing programs, the
development of new projects and services, and adminis-
trative matters . The difficulties we experienced last
year show how important it is to manage our activities
closely .
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TYPEWRITER STRIP
POSTAL CARDS

By

FELIX GANZ
Most collectors of Swiss postal cards (i.e.: government-issued
cards with imprinted value tablet) as a first goal try to find
either mint or used copies of the cards given main numbers in
the Zumstein or the Higgins and Gage postal stationery catalo-
gues . . .and there is enough to search for to keep a beginner
busy for quite some time . Of the cards with main numbers the
double, or reply cards are quite hard to come by, especially
in used form with message and reply sides still connected.

But there are many subnumbers listed in those catalogues . They
concern, on one hand, the Swiss postal cards perforated or
rouletted at left . Almost all of these owe their distinctive
left side to the fact that they were stapled together, usually
ten at a time, to form postal card booklets . Such booklets,
until about 1970 (when postage for postal cards was increased
to the point that they represented no longer a cheaper mail
rate than letters) were very popular with the postal patrons
over there and therefore these booklet cards (very rarely ex-
isting with the "tab" or selvage with staple holes still
attached) are found almost as often as the "regular" cards of
the same design and denomination. -- The most recent issues
of Swiss postal cards still are available in bookletform; but
they are cut on all four sides and thus identical to single
cards because they are together in booklet form by "stickum ."

But for a number of years a third subtype of postal cards ex-
isted .	 These cards are distinguished by horizontal

perforation.Allof them are from scarce to extremely rare, and if you
see one somewhere and can afford it : BUY IT.

The earliest one of these cards is Z40, the 10 cts . Helvetia,
type II, of 1909 . That card was illustrated once before in
TELL and therefore is not shown anew . In the Postal Station-
ery price update of 1977 its price was given as SFr . 600 for
unused and SFr. 300 . for a used copy (while the regular card
is priced at *

	

50 cts ., and • at 30 cts):

Other cards issued in that manner consist of Z 44(z), the 5
cts . Tell Boy, type III, of 1910 (600 . ; 30 .) and the redesig-
ned Helvetia type II, Z 46z (500 . * or e), followed by the
cts . Tell Boy redesigned inscriptions card of 1912 (Z.51z:
500 . ; 30 .), the 10 . cts . Tell's head, red (Z.59z: no price in
catalogue ; the 7 on 5 green of 1918 (Z .61z ; shown as Fig .1)
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which also has no price listed in the catalogue,7½ cts. gray
(Z 64z ; type II ; 525 . ; 25 .) ; 10 on 7½ gray (Z.66z: 525.; 130.),
10 cts . Tell green of 1921 (Z .68z : 20 . ; 18 .) and 25 cts ..or-
ange red (Z .70z ; no price given), and the redesigned 10 cts.
green Tell of 1922 (Z .72z ; shown as Fig .2 ; 35 . or 25 . used) .
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Why were these cards perforated at top and bottom? By postal
decree No .77, of June 25, 1912, such cards, for use in type-
writers (where apparently time could be saved by NOT insert-
ing every individual card) could be ordered by businesses in
minimum amounts of 800 cards (= 100 strips @ 8 cards) . It
should be noted that the top card of each strip is perforated
only at its bottom, and the bottom card only at its top . Such
"end cards" are worth three times the values given above . It
is quite apparent that most of these cards generated very few
orders -- in some instances probably just one -- and there-
fore quite a few of them are extremely infrequently found and
therefore commanding huge bids at auctions.

Starting in 1923 such "typewriter cards" were furnished only
in strips of seven, and after 1943 the strips, because of the
larger card size, were reduced to only six cards.

Of later cards the following basic numbers exist with hori-
zontal perforation : Z . 76 and 80 (1923) ; 83 (20 on 25 ; 1924);
90 and 90E as well as 92 of 1924 ; and then these larger size
ones : Z .94 (1925) ; 97, 99 and 100 (1928 ; the last named shown
here as Fig .3) ; 101 ; 103 (1929) ; 108 (1931) ; 112 (1933) ; 115
and 116 (1935 ) ; 129 (1940) ; 131 and 133E (1941) ; 138 (1943);
and 151, the 10 cts . green with large value tablet of 1949.

After that lacking demand (addressing machines or label af-
fixing machines probably being responsible) resulted in no
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more orders for such cards (although your reporter believes
to have read somewhere that a member of a philatelic society
in Switzerland ordered, and received, cards of a type issued
after 1950 ; but no such items have been reported, it seems.

Unfortunately a word of great caution must be appended, in
conclusion . At a 1930 stamp show and bourse a dealer had a
horizontally perforated card of one of the earlier Tell Boy
types for sale . Inspection gave the distinct impression that
the horizontal perforations on that card were fraudulently
affixed after the card had been sent through the mails . The
perforations seemed larger as well as uneven ; but unfortunat-
ely your reporter did not have with him an authentic card.
The dealer refused to believe that the perforations were for-
ged, refused therefore to lend the card for comparison, and
insisted that the item was worth the $150 . or $200 . price
marked on it . Thus an absolute opinion that fake perforation'
"typewriter" cards are circulating cannot be given ; but any-
one in a position to acquire such a card should demand that
it could be returned to a respective dealer if an official
certificate of authenticity would declare it as bogus . Sad
indeed that yet another philatelic field seems endangered : :
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MEMBERS
By Jan Donker

Mr . J . Gorges Peter 1902-1981

On Friday, March 19, AHPS and the New England Chapter lost one
of its most prominent members, Mr . Gorges Peter . Mr . Peter joined
us in 1971 and was a regular participant in our meetings.
His collecting interests centered on the stamps and cancellations of
Geneva, where he originated . Mr . Peter's father was Swiss Ambas-
sador to the United States from 1919 to 1939 . During this period
Mr . Peter earned a Bachelor of Science and Masters of Engineering
from Harvard.

In 1936, he became an instructor in Architecture at Harvard,
and in 1942, an Associate Professor in the Graduate School of
Design.

An avid yachtsman, Mr . Peter was a member of the Harvard Club
in New York and the Friends of Switzerland in Boston.

Members of the New England Chapter will remember Mr . Peter as
a perfect host with a ready smile and a good sense of humor, with
a deep interest and extensive knowledge in Switzerland.

We will remember Mr . Peter fondly and miss him as one of our
most faithful members

AHPS NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER

In the 11 years it has existed, the N .E .C . has seen members
come and go . This little write-up is about one, a Lady with a
captial L, who joined us about 8 years ago . Since then she has
missed only 2 or 3 meetings . Her name is Mina Roth. It would
be impolite to give away her age, but believe me, it is far into
the 80's . Mrs . Roth is happily married to Henry Roth, a union that
has lasted more than 60 years . Mr . Roth is caretaker of histor-
ical houses for the Massachusetts Historical Society, before
which he worked in the meat handling business . For many years
Mrs. Roth has been a member of the Swiss Society in Boston and
has done her share in making and sewing gadgets for the Swiss
Woman Auxiliary.

As a collector of Swiss stamps, she has her own meticulous way
of taking care of her collection . Her cheerfulness and humor are
famous in our chapter and the AHPS . We are honored to have her
in our midst . We can all take a shining example from her in the
field of philately . Mrs . Roth, we hope to have you as a member
for many more years to come . Your look on life is an inspiration
for us all.
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POSTAL HISTORY
Development of Swiss Postal Services and Markings

Through the Helvetic Republic

By Harlan F . Stone

For a country that has occupied such a central position
astride Europe's communication routes back to the Roman
Empire, Switzerland has scanty documentation of early postal
activities and services in the form of covers . While its moun-
tain passes and valleys served as principal routes between
Northern and Southern Europe, they very rarely became points
of origin or destination . Very few covers with Swiss postal
markings exist from the 1600s, and only a modest number from
the 1700s . Not until the Helvetic Republic of 1798 to 1803,
when Switzerland became a French puppet state, will we find a-
bundant evidence of postal progress . This article will trace,
in summary form, the development of Swiss postal services and
markings to the end of the Napoleonic era.

During the Roman Empire, official couriers of its
government used the "cursus publicus" or state routes to travel over
the Swiss alpine passes . Their destinations were the Roman
provinces of Helvetia in present-day western Switzerland, Raetia
in eastern Switzerland and Gaul in France, and also outposts in
Germany.

Beginning in the Medieval Ages, scholastical and ecclesi-
astical messengers for universities and monasteries crossed the
country to deliver correspondence from one center of learning
to another . In my collection, the earliest letter originating
in Switzerland went from a theologian at Zurich to a colleague
at the University of Leiden in the Netherlands in 1666 . On the
dateline inside the letter, he wrote Tiguri, the
Zurich .

Latin name for

In the 1300s, communal foot messengers began to provide
official mail delivery service for larger towns in the older
Swiss cantons or states, such as Bern, Luzern and Zurich . These
messengers wore not only cantonal emblems but colorful uniforms
that helped guarantee their right of free and safe passage
wherever they traveled.

In the 1400s, merchants in Lindau on the German shore of
Lake Constance founded a prominent service that became known
as the Fussacher Post, after the nearby town of Fussach in
Austria. Once a week, this postal service sent a pack-mule train
from Lindau over the Splugen Pass in Switzerland to Milan and
back with letters, money and goods, especially silk . Merchants
along this route availed themselves of the service to send
commercial correspondence to both Germany and Italy . Fussacher
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"Cito" mark written twice as a request for express
handling at bottom of this Feb . 11, 1791, cover from
Bern to Pfauen, about 18 miles apart . One of only
four recorded cito covers from Switzerland, all in
the author's collection.

and local messengers also exchanged mail in the Swiss town of
Chur for valleys throughout the southeastern Swiss area known
as the Graubunden.

In 1569, a merchant in St . Gallen became the first of sev-
eral private operators in Switzerland to maintain runners, and
later mounted couriers using relay stations, to carry business
mail within Switzerland and into Germany and France . This St.
Gallen post established the first service to extend across the
entire width of Switzerland . It provided "ordinary" or regular
communication between Nurnberg in Germany and Lyon in France,
with one way taking a week.

Gradually Geneva developed into a major forwarding point,
primarily for mail from the Mediterranean area destined for
southern France . From 1669 to 1768, France maintained a postal
agency in Geneva, moved this office up the shore of Lake Geneva
to Versoix from 1768 to 1790, then returned it to Geneva from
1790 to 1815 . The earliest recorded handstamped postal mark in
Switzerland is a "De Geneve" meaning from Geneva, which the
Swiss employees in this French office applied in Geneva on a
letter dated 1695.

This French office employed a number of handstamps saying
' "Suisse" as well as "Geneve" but not frequently until the 1770s.
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Example of the earliest recorded handstamped postal
mark used in Switzerland, this "De Geneve" a p pears on
Feb . 2, 1699, cover that passed throu gh French office in
Geneva on way to France . Earliest example dates from 1695.

Because these transit marks were made of wood or very soft metal,
they wore out rapidly . Since each replacement was slightly dif-
ferent, more than two dozen varieties exist.

Basel also became a major forwarding point, mainly for
mail going to northern France . In accordance with a 1724 treaty
between France and Basel, all mail in transit to France went
through Basel and the cross-border French town of Huningue . To
identify a letter's place of origin for postage due accounting
purposes, Basel agreed to apply two types of postmarks, a
straight-lined Basel to denote mail originating in the town and
canton of Basel, and an encircled "BS" standing for Basel-
Switzerland, to mark all mail from elsewhere in Switzerland and
from Germany and Austria.

Beginning in 1772, France complained from time to time that
the Basel postal clerks incorrectly used the Basel postmark on
mail from outside the city and canton . Because Basel allowed
this misuse to continue, France finally cancelled the 1724 trea-
ty in 1818 and demanded prepayment of postage on all letters
to its border.

Forwarding agents in Geneva and Basel played an active role
in receiving and forwarding commercial mail from one private
carrier or postal system to another, selecting the q uickest
route for the next leg of a letter's journey . Letters handled
by these agents sometimes bear manuscript notations on the flaps
saying, for example, "Forwarded by Antoine Trembley and Sons at
Geneva," with the date and initials VTHS for the French words
"votre tree humble serviteur, " meaning your very humble
servant.	
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Because the central town of Bern remained outside these
areas of growing postal activity, the local family of Beat von
Fischer in 1675 sought and received from the canton of Bern
the first contract in Switzerland to operate a state postal
,service . By the 1700s, the efficient service of the Fischer
Post covered all of the old canton of Bern, which included the
present cantons of Aargau, Fribourg, Solothurn, Valais and
Vaud ; in other words, most of western Switzerland between Ge-
neva and Basel . Subsequent postal treaties enabled the Fischer
Post eventually to connect much of this area with France,
Germany and Italy through exchange offices and by way of routes
over the four major Alpine passes in Switzerland: the St.
Bernard, Simplon, St . Gotthard and Splugen.

"Basle " origin stamp, intended for use on letters fror
city or canton of Basel under its 1724 treaty with France,
was misused on this Feb . 14, 1795, letter from Frankfort,
Germany, to Beaune, France.

Despite this considerable postal activity, it has been ar-
gues that Switzerland's real coming of age -- in a postal
sense -- occurred during the Helvetic Republic of 1798 to 1803,
when Napoleon, assisted by Swiss agitators and collaborators,
occupied the country . Napoleon wanted Switzerland so he could
control its strategic passes, use its mountains as a defen-
sive buffer against Austria, take over its food supplies for
his armies, and loot the wealthy treasury at Bern.

From 1792 to 1806, postmarks of eight French armies are
known on letters from Swiss territory . During the Helvetic Re-
public, free mail services for these armies operated indepen-
dently of the Helvetic postal administration . Civilians ap-
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pointed by the administration staffed the military system as Imail couriers . Military letters usually bear a two-line post-
mark stating the name of the French army and the number of the
division . This military mail, as well as official government
correspondence, often contains dates according to the French
republican calendar, which began in 1792 . Many of these mili-
tary letters also bear franchise marks of officers or head-
quarters staffs.

After Napoleon's armies suppressed Swiss resistance and
gained control of the country, the French reorganized the ex-
isting 13 cantons, their allied states and dependencies into
19 cantonal administrative units . With this French bureaucracy
came Switzerland's first unified postal system, under a minis-
ter of finance . The Helvetic Republic's government placed its
central post office in Luzern in late 1798 despite terrible
roads there because Luzern, like Paris, was in the middle of
its country . When Austrian and Russian troops entered Switzer-
land, however, the government retreated with its post office
to Bern in May 1799 . In both locations, this post office used
distinctive oval marks on the large volume of official corres-
pondence that it received for sorting and forwarding to the
cantonal governments.

One of the earliest Fischer Post town marks, this "Neucha-
tel" handstamp appears on Dec . 30, 1786 cover from La
Chaux-de-Fonds to Paris when the canton of Neuchatelwas
a principality controlled by the Kingdom of Prussia .
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Turning the government's attention to the operations of
local post offices, the minister of finance issued a circular
in November 1798 designed to speed the delivery of private
mail . He instructed local postal officials to write the dates
of collection and d i spatch before and after the straight-line
postmarks they stamped on letters to show points of origin.
Local post offices frequently disregarded this dating system *
as many undated letters show.
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Dear Members,
My apologies for the poor reproductions of the stamps in the

auction lots in our last sale which did not really do the material
justice . The stamps actually looked much better than the xeroxing
made them appear . I will try to be more descriptive in the lotting
to make up for the poor visibility.

Please find listed below something for everyone, even the most
specialized material I have seen in quite a while . No doubt you
will probably find something in your collecting interests listed.

I am still receiving unsolicited and in most cases
undesirable materialfrom our membership.Pleasecontact me firstbefore

sending so that arrangements can be made between us . I promise to
respond quickly.

Bast of luck to all in Auction #46 . The closing date will be
May 31, 1981.

For this Auction 1 Sf will = .55I US.









In early 1799, the Helvetic Republic decreed that it would
provide special delivery service for urgent letters between
high central and cantonal officials . The Finance Ministry placed
a group of army dragoons under the control of the central post
office to act as special messengers . During hours outside the
four regular mail dispatches each week, these messengers were
available to carry letters on foot . The central post office
stamped the letters they delivered with a special "Extra Cour-
ier" mark standing for extraordinary courier service . Although
enormous costs forced the government to discontinue this service
early in 1800, this special postmark is known on letters as
late as 1802.

Also early in 1799, the Helvetic Republic painstakingly
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began to organize the country into postal districts and to un-
ify the arbitrary, self-serving and chaotic postage rates.
When it moved the central post office from Luzern to Bern, it
cancelled the Fischer family's postal monopoly covering Bern
and much of western Switzerland . But the Fischers insisted on
their contractual rights pre-dating the Helvetic Republic and
demanded high compensation . The government's lack of funds, the
Fischers' resources and experience, and more pressing national
matters enabled the Fischer Post to survive . It continued to
provide postal services in the Bern district, in cooperation
with surrounding districts based in Basel, Zurich, St . Gallen
and Schaffhausen.
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To regulate free postage privileges, the Helvetic Republic
adopted a resolution early in 1800 granting the use of fran-
chise marks containing identifying names on mail from and be-
tween national, cantonal, military and postal authorities.
Many franchise marks were already in use.

It is interesting to note that official letters from gov-
ernment offices were often written on elaborate engraved let-
terheads with revolutionary symbols and republican slogans . The
revolutionary times stimulated the cult of the Swiss patriot
William Tell, and he appears embracing his son Walter before a
tree of liberty on many of these letterheads .
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The territory governed by the Helvetic Republic included I

less than present-day Switzerland, for Napoleon's armies had
conquered areas in the southwest in 1792 and northwest in 1793.
Napoleon added the southern canton of Valais in 1810 to
maintain control of his new road over the Simplon Pass as a mili-
tary route to the Lombardy plain against Austria . France re-
tained all these annexed territories until 1814 and 1815, when
Napoleon's empire finally collapsed.

For its domestic and foreign territories, France assigned
departmental numbers ranging from 1 to 134 . In Swiss areas it
used, at one time or another, six different numbers . The French
postmarks in these areas generally included the name of the
town plus its department number . Through recent studies, it
appears that when the French withdrew, the thrifty Swiss in
some cases simply cut the department numbers off the post-
marks and continued to use them with just the town names.

In February 1803, under Napoleon's Act of Mediation with
the Helvetic Republic, Switzerland regained its internal sov-
ereignty but not independence from France . The cantons formed
a new Swiss assembly to sit on an annual rotating basis in
Fribourg, Bern, Solothurn, Basel, Zurich and Luzern . Napoleon
appointed the chief magistrate of the host canton to serve as
"landamman" or national magistrate and as liaison between him
and the assembly.

Example of a French : departmental mark used in Swiss
territory annexed by France, this "66 St. Imier" apoears on a

May 31, 1808 cover from Colombier to Corgemont via St.
Imier in canton of Bern area that became part ofFrench

Department No . 66.
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Sitting in Fribourg, this assembly decreed in August 1803
to abolish the Helvetic Republic's centralized postal adminis-
tration in favor of individual cantonal arrangements . As a re-
sult, the postal rates reverted to the pre-Helvetic Republic
system of arbitrary, unequal and complicated fees, and Swit-
zerland entered another postal dark age, which lasted until
the adoption of a federal constitution and standard rates in
1848.
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Editor's Note : The author delivered this talk at The Col
lectors Club in New York on Feb . 18, 1981, when he displayed
his early Swiss postal history collection at the club's invi-
tation . This talk combines information, in revised and expanded
form, that appeared in Linn's Stamp News on May 21, 1973, and
Tell in October and December 1977 . His collection was in the
Champion of Champions competition at the American Philatelic
Society's 1980 STaMpsHOW.
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Last day of service for Moonlake, first day of service for
Switzerland . How long did it last? The cover, supplied by
Barbara Walter, Chicago area stamp dealer, seems self-evident:
a small bit of trans-Atlantic Alpine Helveticum . But how
long did it last before southern California encroached
upon the pristine snows? Does anyone know?
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NEW SWISS
CANCELLATIONS
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TREASURER'S REPORT 1980
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